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Highlights 

It may come as a surprise, but Market Risk Index rose again on 
worsening monetary conditions. Psychology was unchanged, but 
that is likely to change in short order. We suspect that MRI will peak 
this week. 
 
The lack of improvement to the psychology composite was not what 
we were expecting as we tracked it throughout the week. Thursday 
was the first day that we saw a substantial move in daily psychology 
scores. The overall composite is smoothed, so it will take more 
indicators and more days to produce more improvement. The 
indicators that measure technical levels of being oversold are at 
historic extremes, but purely in terms of short-term investor 
sentiment, there’s more work to be done. 
 
Up until Thursday, any daily improvement was confined to indicators 
that measure overbought and oversold levels, as those indicators 
continued to stretch further into some extremely oversold territory. 
These are all largely price based and can best be described as 
catching the falling knife kinds of indicators. They can provide some 
superb timing to buy a dip, but when they are instead signaling a 
change in trend, they can quickly lead to more losses and getting 
exposed too soon in a falling market. You’ll notice how quickly our 
trend score has moved toward the middle from being extremely 
positive over just a handful of trading sessions. 
 
The indicators that better measure the short-term wall of worry have 
been mixed. Some examples: 

• One day readings on put/call ratios have been bullish, but 
not enough days in a row to indicate that the record 
optimism from just a couple of weeks ago has subsided. 

• The Rydex Ratio actually moved higher, as those levered 
investors have been buying the dip, instead of pulling back. 

• Volume flowing into levered and inverse ETF investors finally 
reversed, but it also took Thursday’s sell off to flip that 
switch. That indicator is now giving a minor buy signal. 

• The VIX and VXO are at levels that have historically produced 
really good opportunities, and they are both receiving their 
maximum positive score. 

• Corporate insiders finally stopped selling shares on Thursday 
as well, but they aren’t big buyers. 

• AAII’s survey of individual investors saw just a modest uptick 
in bearish sentiment. 

 

Psychology - P6

Monetary - M4

Valuation - Extremely Overvalued

Trend - Positive

Largest Psychology Influences

Volatility Positive

Leveraged Investments Negative

Consumer Confidence Negative

Fund Flow s Negative

Largest Monetary Influences

Falling Bond Yields Positive

Yield Curve Negative

Velocity Negative

Valuation

7-10 Year Rtn Forecast 2.1%

10Yr Treas Yield (on 01/31) 1.5%

Price Trends

US Equities Positive

Intl Equities Positive

REITs Positive

Broad Commodities Negative

Market Risk Index scales from 0 to 100%. 

Higher readings correspond with higher risk 

markets. Scores below 25% are bullish. 

Scores between 25-75% are neutral, and 

scores above 75% are markets vulnerable to 

major drawdowns.

Market Risk Index

Elevated

91.7%
Category Percentiles

98.8%

52.8%

97.7%

73.4%
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Bottom line – we can say that this week’s price move has been technically historic, but it hasn’t produced much 
in the way of investor anxiety. The desire to make a great call and buy the dip is still there. 
 
We increased our cash recommendation to 40% in January, and it’s growing more likely that we will reduce the 
cash position over coming weeks, possibly within days. But, a word of caution to temper enthusiasm to go all-in 
– keep in mind that the only thing that has been keeping Leading Economic Indicators from rolling over the last 
few months has been the stock market’s resilience. This correction hasn’t improved the yield curve – it’s made it 
worse. The correction has barely placed a dent in valuations, and if market volatility ends up leading to a break 
in consumer confidence from these levels, it has recessionary implications. 
 

The Week in Charts 
 
Psychology Composite - Daily Point Total 
The psychology composite is based upon a smoothed scoring of these daily point totals. If you were looking to 
buy a dip, looking at the daily score of all our indicators can be useful. As substantial as the decline has been, it 
wasn’t until Thursday’s close that the daily total started to reverse. Aside from the fact that this market had 
more excess euphoria to reign in than any of other peaks during this cycle, we have yet to see daily scores move 
up to the level of even the minor pullbacks from 2019. This surprising lack of movement in these daily scores 
tells us that thus far, this shocking sell-off hasn’t been sentiment driven and likely more quant in nature and 
driven largely by professional investors. By quant in nature, we are thinking more like systematic strategies that 
either sold as a result of needing to de-lever or strategies that follow price trends and sell indiscriminately on 
weakness. Even Gold’s weakness this week has the appearance of eliminating exposure to risk in aggregate. 
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Detrended Rydex Ratio red-lined during the selloff 
Showing the de-trended version of the Rydex ratio, because it works better for dip buyers. These traders added more 
leverage as the market was selling off. If the market bottomed here, it would be the first example of these investors 
becoming “smart money.” 

 
 

Levered ETF Sentiment 
Levered ETF sentiment broke on Thursday, with investors favoring inverse ETFs for the first time in several months. 
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12M Forward PE has erases the Q4 runup 
For the second time this cycle, 18X forward earnings has proven to be a stumbling block. In one short week, all 
of our valuation metrics have erased the sharp expansion in multiples that occurred over the last three months. 

 
Source: Cypress Capital, IBES 

 
Lowest reading McClellan Oscillator since August 2011 
When becoming this oversold in 2011, the market ultimately bottomed three months later in October. 
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Highest Volatility Index (VXO) reading since 2011 

 
 

AAII Individual Investor Sentiment suggests no market anxiety thus far 
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Record high CEO Departures 
The one thing that CEOs seem to like more than buybacks right now is quitting their job. 
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The essence of investment management is the management of risks, not the management of returns. 
– Benjamin Graham 
 

Select Dividend – Bottom up risk managed dividend portfolio of up to 40 stocks that can hold cash and fixed 

income when markets aren’t presenting attractive individual equity opportunities. Portfolio built upon Cypress 

Capital’s own metrics that measure dividend quality and safety. The portfolio is divided 75/25 into payers and 

growers. Payers are stocks with above average yields and a long-term history of paying dividends, where the 

dividend is perceived to be safe. Growers are companies with high total shareholder yields and perceived to be 

high quality, franchise companies. The portfolio is generally made up with familiar, household names. 

Global Allocation – Multi-asset class portfolio that invests in low cost exchange traded funds across eight asset 

classes based upon the margin of safety offered by each asset class in an effort to avoid significant drawdowns. 

Strategic Income – Disciplined, value biased income portfolio that practices patience in awaiting excellent risk 

reward opportunities in fixed income. Disciplined in its refusal to reach for yield and put capital at risk of 

permanent impairment. 

Asset Neutral – Absolute return focused multi-asset class portfolio that allocates assets based upon the margin 

of safety offered in each asset class. Portfolio can go defensive and hold up to 100% cash in some environments. 

US Opportunity – Concentrated value portfolio of up to 50 stocks that increases allocations to cash and fixed 

income when the margin of safety offered by equities is too narrow. Portfolio quantitatively buys the cheapest, 

highest quality stocks that it can find. Quantitative sell discipline sells individual holdings based on value and 

momentum factors. 

Contact us for more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asset Management – Portfolio Lineup 

mailto:info@cypresscapital.com?subject=Asset%20management

